Vacuums R Us in Arvada Colorado has an opening for a new Vacuum and Lamp Technician!
We are a retail vacuum cleaner store that offers sales of premium vacuum cleaner brands as well as supplies
and service for all brands of vacuums and floor scrubbers and lamps. Our business operates like other
specialty stores which specialize in higher end products such as cookware, furniture, appliances, audio
equipment and beds.
Technicians are responsible for repairs of vacuum cleaners, floor scrubbers and lamps as well as regular
service and maintenance of vacuum cleaners. Technicians will log all parts used on repairs and describe the
work they perform using our specialized point of sale. Technicians will also become familiar with online dealer
portals which assist in part identification and ordering.
Experience in vacuum or appliance repair is preferred but we are willing to train the right candidates from the
ground up. Candidate must have basic computer skills as a significant portion of the job is related to locating
and ordering parts using our computer systems.
Compensation is $12 to $15 hourly. Starting compensation is based on previous experience in appliance
repair. Benefits include paid vacation, personal time, and pet days (for days your pet wants you to stay home).
Position is open full time for 40 hours a week.
We currently employ seven people. Our industry is very specialized, and all of our staff bring expertise and
experience to the table. This is a fast-paced constantly changing work environment so if speed, pressure,
deadlines and goals are your thing this is the spot! We have all worked together for many years so anticipate a
familiar and family atmosphere. We are looking to add to this so think long term. All of us are odd balls in our
own ways so we are pretty sure a boring person wouldn't fit well with our eccentricities. We are looking for
characters and personalities.
Also you gotta love dogs. There are two English Mastiffs who work here five days a week. You will be
interviewing with them as well.
Bring a resume to our store at 5215 W. 80th Ave. in Arvada Colorado during our business hours. We currently
employ six people. Successful candidates will interview with all of our employees prior to hiring. Candidates
should expect to begin interviewing with available staff when dropping off their resume. Alternatively, you
may also apply by sending your resumes to info@vacuumsrus.com

